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THE GEORGE-ANNE 
GSU welcomes hoop duo with murky past 
BY JENNIFER CURINGTON 
The George-Anne staff 
Georgia Southern University’s 
men’s basketball team jumps off 
what seems to be a promising 
season this Friday in Indiana with 
much of that promise resting on 
two newcomers: fifth-year senior 
point guard Clifford Jervon “C.J.” 
(24) Reed and assistant coach 
Clifford Reed. 
“C.J. Reed is just a great all- 
around player, and he’s a coach’s 
son, so he plays the game the right 
way,” head men’s basketball coach 
Charlton “C.Y.” Young said in a 
news release from GSU in August. 
“I first saw him play as a ninth- 
grader, and I’ve been a fan of his 
work ethic and the way he respects 
the game since. I’m honored he 
chose our program as the place for 
him to finish his career.” 
The last time this father-son 
duo took the court together was at 
Bethune-Cookman University in 
Daytona Beach, Fla. Clifford was 
head basketball coach for 10 years; 
C.J. grabbed national attention 
with winning Historically Black 
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BY JENNIFER CURINGTON 
The George-Anne staff 
A few hours after the 
Eagles had a heartbreaking 
loss against Appalachian 
State University, senior 
defensive tackle Brent 
Russell (66) was arrested 
outside of Rude Rudy’s, 
leading to his indefinite 
suspension from the team. 
Russell was charged 
with disorderly conduct 
and obstruction of a law enforcement officer at 
1:17 a.m. after a fight broke out and he refused to 
comply with an officer’s order to leave, according 
to Georgia Southern University Department of 
Public Safety’s incident report. 
As a result, Russell has been suspended from 
the team and practice until head football coach 
Jeff Monken sees fit. 
“I place a set of parameters of much of which 
involves community service. It’s self-reflection 
time. He cares about football. That kid loves 
football and not being at football practice hurts 
him,” Monken said. “But, when you get in trouble 
and you represent the entire program, as all of 
our guys do and I do, there’s expectations that 
our guys have for conduct that the common guy 
doesn’t have...” 
According to the incident report written by 
Sgt. Tyrone McBride: 
McBride arrived at the scene when a member 
of Statesboro Police Department requested 
assistance for crowd control in University Plaza’s 
parking lot. 
As officers tried to break up the fight, 
individuals tried to prevent officers from 
obtaining the offenders. Russell was one of the 
individuals asked to leave the area by police. 
Russell refused to leave after instructed to do so 
by McBride. 
After McBride asked him to leave multiple 
times and informed Russell he would be arrested 
if he did not comply, Russell continued to curse 
loudly and not comply. 
“That is some fucking bullshit. She fucking hit 
him first,” Russell yelled repeatedly in reference 
to the fight that initiated the arrival of police. 
Russell did not heed McBride’s warning that 
he would be detained if he did not comply. 
McBride proceeded to arrest and charge 
Russell with disorderly conduct and obstruction 
of a law enforcement officer. 
As Russell was escorted to McBride’s vehicle he 
yelled, “This is a bullshit charge!” multiple times. 
Russell was transported to Bulloch County 
Sheriff’s Office for housing and will be referred 
to GSU’s Office of Judicial Affairs. 
Russell was. searched before and after 
transports and no contraband was found on his 
person, according to the report. 
Monken said Russell feels ashamed of his 
actions and that Monken plans to punish him in 
a way that is appropriate to the incident. 
“We’ve got 20,000 students on this campus 
and sometimes kids this age do dumb things, 
and I’ve got 125 of those guys, and I wish all of 
them would always make good decisions and 
never do dumb things. He’s not the first one to 
do something dumb, he’s not the first one I’ve 
suspended, and he probably won’t be the last, 
unfortunately’ Monken said. 
“He got in trouble. He did something stupid, 
and I know he’s remorseful for it. He’s ashamed, he 
knows what he did was wrong, and Imma punish 
him, and I try to always punish appropriately, 
and I think what I have in store is an appropriate 
punishment,” Monken said. 
GSU Department of Public Safety was 
unavailable for comment by press time. 
Rude Rudy’s phone went unanswered on 
Monday. 
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Police Beat | Statement of Operations 
Thursday, Nov. 1 
-An officer took an incident report 
for found property at University 
Plaza. 
-Officers responded to Southern 
Pines in reference to three suspicious 
persons checking doorknobs to 
apartments. Trey Ramone Brewton, 
19, was arrested and charged with 
criminal trespass. One of the two 
other persons was judicially referred 
and the other banned from GSU 
property. 
-An officer took an incident report for 
found property at the RAC. 
-An officer took an incident report 
for lost/mislaid property at Chick- 
fil-A. 
-Officers responded to the RAC 
fields in reference to an injured 
person. EMS was notified, responded 
and transported the injured person. 
-Officers responded to the Center 
for Arts and Theater in reference to 
a fire alarm. Statesboro Fire De- 
partment and maintenance were 
notified and responded. The build- 
ing was checked with no problems 
found. Maintenance advised the 
system might have malfunctioned 
due to the weather. 
Friday, Nov. 2 
-An officer took an incident report for 
lost/mislaid property at the Russell 
Union. 
-An officer took an incident report 
for found property at the Russell 
Union. 
-An officer conducted a traffic stop 
on Savannah Avenue. The driver, 
Maureen Magrowski Lerma, 53, was 
arrested and charged with DUI - 
refusal, passing in a no passing zone, 
headlights required and driving on 
the wrong side of the road. 
Saturday, Nov. 3 
-Officers conducted a traffic stop 
on Fair Road. The driver was 
issued a citation for seat belt viola- 
tion. 
-Officers conducted a traffic stop on 
Akins Boulevard. The driver of the 
vehicle was escorted to the Perform- 
ing Arts Center. 
-An officer issued a parking citation 
for improper parking at Allen E. Paul- 
son Stadium. The improperly parked 
vehicle was towed. 
-An officer took an incident report 
for found property at Paulson Sta- 
dium. 
-An officer took an incident report 
for lost/mislaid property at the Math/ 
Physics building. 
-An officer took an incident report for 
found property at University Villas. 
-Officers responded to the Univer- 
sity Book Store in reference to a 
disorderly person. The disorderly 
person was assisted and left the 
bookstore. 
-An officer took an incident report 
for found property in Lot 42. 
-An officer made contact with an 
intoxicated subject at Paulson 
Stadium. The subject was judicially 
referred. 
-An officer discovered two sub- 
jects drinking alcoholic bever- 
ages in Paulson Stadium. The two 
subjects were escorted from the 
stadium. One of the subjects was 
judicially referred. 
-An officer responded to the Zeta 
Tau Alpha house on Olympic 
Boulevard in reference to a burglar 
alarm. A resident accidentally set 
off the alarm. 
-Officers responded to Freedom's 
Landing in reference to a drug com- 
plaint. Further action will be taken at 
a later date. 
-Officers responded to South- 
ern Courtyard in reference to a 
fight. Two occupants were arrested 
and charged with simple battery 
- Domestic Violence Act: Zachary 
Mitchell Hoadley, 18, and Michael FI. 
Lord, 19. 
Sunday, Nov. 4 
-Officers assisted Statesboro 
Police at University Plaza with an 
incident. Georgia Southern Police 
arrested Brent William Russell, 23, 
and charged him with disorderly 
conduct and obstruction - misde- 
meanor. 
-Officers conducted a traffic stop 
on Robin Hood Trail. The driver of 
the vehicle Daniel Ray Russell, 24, 
was arrested and charged with DUI 
and failure to obey a traffic control 
device. 
-An officer met with a victim at East 
Georgia Regional Medical Center 
Emergency Room in reference 
to a battery that occurred at the 
Sigma Chi house on Olympic Bou- 
levard. This case was turned over to 
criminal investigations. 
-Officers responded to Freedom's 
Landing in reference to a domestic 
dispute. One of the parties involved 
had left the scene prior to the of- 
ficer's arrival. 
-Officers assisted the Statesboro Po- 
lice with an .incident at The Cove at 
Southern. Georgia Southern Police 
arrested Cleon Andre Stainrod, 22, 
and charged him with disorderly 
conduct, possession of marijuana 
- less than 1 ounce, possession of a 
drug related object and obstruction 
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Our View 
Early voting a 
success, but 
voting not over 
The Georgia Southern University student body is to be 
commended on its voting during the early voting period 
during the last week of October. 
1,932 people came out to the polling station in the 
Russell Union ballroom, despite the late notification that 
a voting station would be set up. We at The George-Anne 
are happy that the joint effort between partisan opponents, 
the Young Democrats and College Republicans, resulted in 
such a success for the student body and faculty members 
who chose to utilize the early voting opportunity. We hope 
that the effort to make voting easier for students not only 
continues and grows at our school, but the efforts spread 
to other institutions of higher learning in Georgia as well. 
However, the election process is not over yet. Today is 
the final day to exercise your right to vote in these elections. 
It continues to be important for all eligible students to voice 
their opinions and views through the voting process. 
The George-Anne hopes that student turnout for this 
election remains as high as it was in 2008. Our democracy 
works best with higher participation from all citizens, and 
students are no exception. 
Whether you have already chosen whom to vote for 
with the early voting set up and absentee ballot or you are 
voting today, your vote is important and we urge you to 
cast it. 
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor and appropriate 
guest columns. All copy submitted should be 350 words or (ewer, 
typed, and sent via e-mail, in Microsoft Word format to gaeditor@ 
georgiasouthern.edu. All submissions must be signed and include 
phone number for verification. GSU students should include their 
academic major, year and hometown. The editors reserve the right 
to reject any submission and edit submissions for length. 
Opinions expressed herein are those of the Board of Opinions or 
columnists themselves and DO NOT necessarily reflect those of the 
faculty, staff or administration of GSU, the Student Media Advisory 
Board, Student Media or the University System of Georgia. 
Guess what? We’re going to be fine 
After too many months of endless 
campaigning, we will finally find out 
who our president will be for the next 
four years. Many people are nervous, 
worried and all kinds of other adjectives 
about what the results of this election 
have in store for the good ole’ US of 
A. There are concerns about voting 
machines being owned by Romneys 
kid and voting machines designed to 
make it tougher to hit one candidates 
name than the other on touch screen. 
The left and right are crying out that 
someone’s trying to steal the election, 
and somewhere George Washington is 
rolling in his grave. 
Well even if someone does rob this 
country out of its rightful commander- 
in-chief like the refs at the App. State 
game robbed the Eagles of a win (#17 
was out of bounds, and Jackson got 
sacked for a safety. I’ll say that ‘til I die), 
I think the nation will be in pretty good 
hands. We apparently have a “clear 
choice” about whom we should vote for 
president, though I’m not exactly what 
the choice is in regards to foreign policy. 
Should Governor Romney gain the 
White House, the biggest difference 
would be that the presidential basketball 
court and brewery would get a lot less 
use. Though, if he wants to donate 
those, I can think of a certain columnist 
who would love to have them. Could 
he completely revamp the national 
economy by using Paul Ryan’s budget 
plan and doing that whole Social 
Security voucher thingy? Maybe, but 
only if it passes what’s looking like 
should be a Democratic Senate. 
If President Obama earns a second 
term, it will be interesting to see 
how his agenda comes through. He’s 
repeated many of the same ideas from 
his previous election this time around, 
ignoring the fact he didn’t actually get 
around to doing some things. *Cough* 
Immigration reform *Cough* 
Most of the things Americans are 
afraid of won’t come to fruition, that 
they are just extravagant projections 
based on the barest shreds of facts. 
Let’s all face tomorrow with our heads 
up and look at the bright future ahead 
of us. No matter which candidate 
wins, we’ll be fine. That doesn’t mean I 
won’t be upset if my guy loses, if I was 
punching bleachers on Saturday for an 
Eagles loss, I know I’ll react similarly 
if my guy loses. If you’re wondering 
though, I voted for the guy with an “O” 
in his last name. 
Farmer is a junior international studies. 
and political science double major from 
Thomasville, Ga. 
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From the Left From the Right 
'he numbers do not lie 
From the latest poll data released last 
Friday, poll aggregators have overwhelmingly 
predicted Obama as the favorite. Nate 
Silver predicts an 83.7 percent chance of an 
Obama reelection. Sam Wang predicts 318 
electoral votes for Obama. Electoral-vote, 
com predicts Obama with 281 electoral votes 
(not assigning Colorado, Florida or Virginia 
to either candidate). Drew Lintzer predicts 
332 electoral votes for Obama, and Pollster 
predicts 303 electoral votes for Obama. 
The swing state that will likely have the 
biggest impact on deciding this election will 
be Ohio. Out of the last twelve polls that have 
come out of Ohio from different sources, 11 
show Obama with the lead while one shows 
a tie. While it is important to recognize 
that sampling methods inherently produce 
some inaccuracy—anyone who has taken 
a statistics class should know that. It is also 
important to recognize the significance of 
the general trend and that Obamas lead over 
Romney lies outside the margin of error. 
Though it is not impossible for Romney to 
win Ohio, the aggregate sampling data against 
Romney reveals that to win the polls must 
have been statistically biased against him. 
But, the likelihood of bias has been 
considered. The 83.7 percent chance of an 
Obama victory Nate Silver predicted would 
have been higher, but he lowered it to account 
for the possible chance of bias. Furthermore, 
a sampling bias significant enough for 
Romney to 
get elected is 
very unlikely, 
as polling has 
historically 
produced 
reliable results. 
Also, Obama 
has the same 
odds that 
the polls are 
biased against 
him as Romney does and sampling bias in 
the past has underestimated Democratic 
candidates about as much as Republican 
candidates. 
One thing to always warn against in polls 
is to not pay particular attention to one over 
another. The aggregation of all the polls 
provides the most accurate prediction and 
attributing more value to the poll that favors 
your candidate is nothing more than wishful 
thinking and doesn’t reflect what is actually 
happening. 
My swing state predictions: 
Obama: Colorado, Iowa, Nevada, New 
Hampshire, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 
Wisconsin 
Romney: Florida, North Carolina 
Obama: 303 electoral votes 
Markley is a senior geography major from 
Marietta, Ga. 
From Data to Discussions 
Romney victory imminent 
This election has had so many twists 
and turns in it. The debates have been 
the October surprise for Romney being 
able to transcend the attack ads and 
character assassination done by the Obama 
administration to show who Romney is both 
as a man and a political figure. 
After those debates, people started to 
latch on to Mitt Romney as not only an 
alternative to Obamas failed policies, but as 
the real champion of Hope for this country. 
Because of this, states like Wisconsin, 
Michigan and Pennsylvania have been taken 
out of the Obama column and have become 
battleground states. 
Ohio, which was all but wrapped up for 
Obama, is swinging back to Romney. Early 
and absentee voting in states like Florida, 
North Carolina and Virginia has been 
dominantly in Romneys favor. 
All this swing data for Romney after 
the debates begs one question: Would this 
election be cinched up for Romney if he 
had gotten his message out sooner? Had 
Romney been as clear during the summer 
and convention, would we be looking at a 
landslide blowout for the Republicans? 
We will never know, but it’s a real 
possibility. Another thought about this 
election is that Obama has lost that mythic 
status he gained in 2008. 
Back then, he burst on the scene with 
the message of “Hope” and “Change” that 
the country 
was ready for. 
This caused 
two things 
to happen 
that aren’t 
happening this 
time. 
He 
brought out 
people who 
normally 
don’t vote to come out and take part in that 
election and those people in turn were so 
excited that they volunteered to get others to 
get out in vote in record numbers. 
After four years of failed policies and 
broken promises, Obama’s excitement level 
crashed and hasn’t recovered giving way for a 
conservative swell of support. 
Both of these things combined are laying 
the groundwork for a Romney victory. 
On a superstitious note, since 1937, every 
time the Washington Redskins have lost their 
pre-election day game, the incumbent has 
lost. 
So Mitt Romney should be thanking the 
Carolina Panthers for the superstitious edge 
as well. 
Chapin is a senior political science major from 
Roswell, Ga. 
Despite the Electoral College system, your vote still matters 
One interesting thing about our 
election process is that there is a 
possibility that President Obama 
can win the presidency through the 
Electoral College without winning the 
popular vote. It is improbable, but 
possible. Which begs an important 
question — should the state, as an 
entity, have more political power than 
the individual? 
The Electoral College, formed 
in 1787, was designed to give 
political power to the state in order 
to compensate for population 
differences across the country. It 
makes sense right? Each state is 
l/50th of the United States, but some 
states have a population that is only 
a small fraction of other states. This 
was particularly important in the 18th 
and 19th centuries, when economic 
climates varied geographically; the 
south was agricultural and the north 
was more industrialized. The slave 
owning states in the south had few 
eligible voters to represent them. 
To level the playing field so that 
everyone’s needs were met equally, the 
Electoral College was designed. 
The problem now is that it is 
outdated; when you go from state to 
state you find that things are more or 
less the same. It also forces elections 
to be focused on just a handful of 
states, while other states are taken for 
granted. Legal analyst Jeffrey Toobin 
notes that this causes candidates to 
not just ignore safe states, but pander 
to others. For example, ethanol 
subsidies have been important for 
winning Iowa, a key swing state, so 
candidates push for those subsidies 
hoping to gain an edge there. States 
also have political power both in 
terms of population from the House 
and as an entity from the Senate. 
So, the additional power from the 
Electoral College that, in certain 
instances can outweigh the collective 
decision, is unnecessary. 
Does the state itself in 2012 still 
deserve political representation 
in elections? It is worth taking in 
depths look at, but unfortunately it 
is politically unfeasible to seriously 
amend the election process. It is 
important to know that your vote still 
matters. Voting is how we speak as a 
collective and the Electoral College’s 
decision is based on how the citizens 
vote. Plus, in the words of a wise 
professor here at Georgia Southern, 
voting gives you the right to bitch. 
Vote and be happy about it. 
Bryan is a senior economics major 
from Fayetteville, Ga. 
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This is a time for us to stand united 
Today is a great day, for tonight 
we find out who the Commander in 
Chief is for the next four years. 
Like many of you, this is the first 
year I was able to vote. Naturally, I 
am more in tune with politics and 
the well being of our country than 
four years ago. That’s not to say I feel 
educated enough to share my beliefs 
on social media, but throughout 
this election I’ve gained a newfound 
awareness of our country and where 
we are going. 
Quite frankly, I’m scared. 
I’m not talking about fear 
regarding the candidates, Iran’s 
nuclear activity or our economy. I’m 
afraid of Americans. 
Never has this united country 
felt so divided. While our American 
rights allow us to vote for our leader 
and express our opinions, there is a 
fine line between having an educated 
opinion and having hate. 
For example, a Facebook friend 
explained that Hurricane Sandy was 
Republican because she destroyed 
the north. Home girl, Sandy took 
the lives of over 90 people and left 
over three million without power. 
While you think you’re cute and witty 
politically spinning a natural disaster, 
you’re actually just making yourself 
look like an asshole. 
Another friend’s post said that 
Romney’s decision to run for 
president is the core reason the 
hurricane occurred in the first place. 
This uneducated posting received a 
very educated unsubscribe. 
Isn’t this a time we should stand 
united? 
We may think that a disaster of 
this magnitude could never happen 
to us, but I’m sure those without 
power, a home or a loved one thought 
that too. 
Vile advertisements, slogans 
and accusations ignited from both 
parties may be to blame for animosity 
among voters, but at the end of every 
debate the candidates shook hands 
to remind us the value of having an 
opinion, the significance of setting 
aside differences and the importance 
of standing united. 
Carme is a senior communication .arts 
major from Cumming, Ga. 
Prove your manliness this November 
Men, give your razors a break. 
The time is here to prove your 
manliness; it is No Shave November. 
For boys, this month represents who 
can grow the manliest beard and 
who will simply fail and end up with 
embarrassment by the time the end of 
the month rolls around. 
There are several different 
ways this month can turn out; the 
most impressive one of them all is 
definitely the Grizzly Man Beard. 
This is the beard that is for only the 
manliest of men who are not shy. 
These guys show how manly they 
are by growing a full head of hair on 
their face. This is obviously not the 
first rodeo for these guys, and by the 
first week of November they already 
have everyone else beat. 
Some guys are limited during this 
MY 
VIEW 
month due to job restrains or lack of 
hair but they decide that a moustache 
is the way to go. This is definitely 
a risky move because a moustache 
can either be a hit or miss. If you 
are really ready to take a risk you 
could try to pull off the Hulk Hogan 
mustache, but whatever you do, 
remember the Hitler ‘stache is not a 
good look on anyone. 
Some guys are not as fortunate 
as others, and they end up with a 
patchwork mess on their face. These 
guys need to give up while they’re 
ahead. It isn’t their fault that they are 
just incapable of fully growing hair 
in some places,.but that just means 
that facial hair should be out of the 
question for them. 
Another crowd pleaser is just plain 
stubble. Guys with stubble look like 
they don’t have a care in the world. 
If you can’t grow a full beard, or 
don’t have the guts for a moustache • 
you should just stick with some 
scruff. 
Guys the time is now, so go find 
your manliness and show what you 
can grow. 
Gutknecbt is a junior English major from 
Conyers, Ga. 
To submit a Letter to the Editor, please send a letter with your 
name, hometown, major and academic year of no more than 350 
words to gadaily@georgiasouthern.edu 
www.thegeorgeanne.com 
Letters to the Editor 
The George- 
Anne prints 
homophobia 
Dear Editor, 
I regularly read the school newspaper and always 
take what I see with a grain of salt. I understand that, 
as a gay student, I have to put up with a lot. But, lately, 
The George-Anne has been perpetuating the worst 
forms of homophobia. 
In James Farmer’s article “Students should enjoy 
the GSU experience,” he states, “according to at least 
one girl I know, there are some rather handsome 
fellows here as well.” He spells out quite clearly, and 
awkwardly, that there are attractive men and women 
on campus. Was it really necessary to point out that 
girls told? Is your heterosexuality so in question that 
you cannot possibly see that another man is attractive? 
These attitudes are incredibly damaging as they 
perpetuate ideas that being gay is bad and that gay 
people are predatory and dangerous. 
The Gay Prom article is another instance of this 
form of unconscious homophobia. In the article, half a 
page was taken up with a photo of some girls dancing 
at Gay Prom last year. I have seen girls dance like this 
at Rudy’s, haven for heterosexuality. Could you show 
us a picture that at least attempts to portray some of 
the things that go on at Gay Prom? For us, Gay Prom 
is one of the few instances where guys can dance with 
other guys, where couples can act like couples. 
These attitudes are damaging because they are 
subtle. I have been told time and time again that 
Georgia Southern is an accepting community, but 
where is the action? We live in a society which 
constantly tells us we have to hide. Keep it to yourself, 
and you will be safe. That is not enough. I want to live 
in a world where I have the same rights and treatment 
as every other student on campus. I don’t want to 
wait until Gay Prom every year to be seen in public 
with another man. The George-Anne and the GSU 
community need to do their part and recognize their 
own prejudices. I am tired of being patronized as a 
second class citizen. 
Parrish Turner 
sophomore 
writing and linguistics major 
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Decision 2012 
Students hit the polls to make voices heard 
Voting ^ 
Obama 
Mark Silver, 
Young Democrats 
“(Romney) has deviated toofar to the right, 
and he’s out of touch with a lot of Americans. 
He has failed to spread that gap. He’s gone as 
far as calling out 47 percent of Americans.” 
Katie Casey, 
junior nutrition major 
“I like (Obamas views on) womens rights 
a lot better. The fact that he supports birth 
control and pro-choice is really good.” 
^ Voting 
Romney 
Cody Randall, 
Young Republicans 
“If Obama is re-elected I feel like that would 
be one of the worst decisions. Obama has 
spent more money in one term than any other 
president.” 
Lindsay Gribble, 
freshman marketing major 
“(Romney) is going to repeal ObamaCare. 
When Obama first presented it he said that it 
wouldn’t be a tax, and it turned out to be a tax.” 
Professional Opinion 
Dr. Richard Pacelle, 
professor of political science 
Janae Tipton, 
senior psychology major 
“I don’t agree with a lot of Romney’s points 
about women. He wants to push women 
back to the pre-voting days. Romney said that 
students should get as much education as they 
can afford, not as much as they want.” 
“I’d say that the student body is more 
Democratic than Republican and more 
liberal on social issues, but they also have a 
libertarian streak.” 
“Students are less engaged this year than 
the past. Last time was an exciting time 
with an African-American running and 
the promise of hope and change and that 
captured students attention.” 
Faith Rogers, 
sophomore business major 
“I don’t think Obama has fulfilled his 
promise of hope and change from four years 
ago. I feel like we need a businessman to run 
this country. I feel like he’s going to help our 
economy heal because he knows how to run a 
business successfully.” 
Not 
Voting 
Calib Lanier, 
sophomore physics major 
“I did not vote mainly because I wasn’t really 
informed. I had what my parents gave me, but I 
wasn’t very self-informed, so I felt that I shouldn’t 
vote until that happens.” 
Shannon Kahn, 
sophomore biology major 
“I personally don’t like either candidate. 
I feel like the vote is choosing between 
the lesser of two evils. I don’t like the 
Obamacare policy so the fact that Romney 
is going to repeal it I like, but 1 don’t really 
agree with any of his other ideas.” 
BY LAUREN GORLA 
The George-Anne contributor 
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REED, from page 1 
Colleges and Universities National Player 
of the Year for 2010-2011. 
A marred past 
The duo’s time at B-CU came to an end 
after then 20-year-old C.J. was named the 
suspect in an alleged sexual battery of an 
18-year-old women’s basketball player at 
B-CU. Clifford was subsequently terminated 
from B-CU for failure to assist in B-CU’s 
investigation of the incident, according to 
multiple press accounts at the time. Reed left 
B-CU a week after his father’s termination. 
Now, GSU is taking in the B-CU castoffs 
after C.J. signed a scholarship agreement in 
August and did not play in the 2011-2012 
season at University of Central Florida due 
to transfer guidelines. 
GSU’s athletic department that issued 
such high praise of the duo in August now 
refuses to speak. 
C.J. was never charged or convicted in 
relation to the incident. The alleged victim’s 
name has been redacted from public records. 
She told Daytona Beach police officers 
that she and C.J. were riding around in his 
Mercedes on Dec. 5, 2010 and consuming 
alcohol when she started to feel sick and 
asked to be taken home. Instead, C.J. made 
a phone call and preceded to pick up three 
males, according to a Daytona Beach police 
offense incident report. 
From there the story unfolds in a seven- 
page report issued by the Daytona Beach 
Police Department as follows: 
The victim had moved to the backseat 
after not feeling well, and the three new 
passengers began to tug and maneuver her 
around. She felt one of the passengers “inside 
of her” and was unable to fight him off. 
The victim recalls moments of being 
taken to the men’s locker room of BCU and 
then her dorm room. The report was not 
filed until Jan. 3, 2011 because the victim 
had a difficult time remembering details due 
to alcohol impairment. 
On Jan. 6, 2011 a Daytona Beach police 
officer made follow up contact with the 
unidentified victim at which point he 
asked her if she wished to proceed with 
investigating the sexual battery. She told him 
no. 
Before the investigation was terminated, 
Daytona Beach police officers made contact 
with the victim’s roommate and other 
person’s in the victim’s life whose names have 
been redacted. The other persons contacted 
gave different accounts that did not match 
Night of the Show Tickets are 
$10 with GSU Student ID 
WAR  £ ill 
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the victim’s original story. She later admitted 
to officers that she was involved in a sexual 
relationship with C.J. and other unnamed 
males that she had earlier denied to police. 
Sgt. Jimmy Flynt and Chief Michael 
Chitwood of Daytona Beach Police declined 
to comment. 
According the termination letter 
obtained by Daytona Beach News-Journal, 
Clifford was terminated from his position 
at BCU on June 27, 2011 due to his “failure 
to cooperate and insubordination with 
respect to the University’s investigation into 
allegations against the University and its 
men’s basketball program.” 
In September of 2011, Clifford filed a 
complaint against BCU saying that they had 
defamed his character, and he was unable 
to find a comparable job. Clifford sued the 
school desiring the reinstatement of his job 
and compensation, according to an article 
by the Daytona Beach News-Journal. 
GSU remains silent 
GSU’s athletic department refused to 
comment on the subject other than two 
statements issued by Assistant Director 
of GSU Athletics Media Relations A.J. 
Henderson via email: 
“Georgia Southern Men’s Basketball and 
the Athletics Department went through all 
university procedures in the hiring of Cliff 
Reed as an assistant men’s basketball coach 
in June of this year.” 
“C.J. Reed enrolled at Georgia Southern 
in August, transferring from UCF after that 
program received NCAA sanctions. As one 
of the seniors, he was permitted to transfer 
and eligible to compete immediately at a 
new institution.” 
Henderson refused to explain why the 
department declined to speak. 
GSU Athletics Director Sam Baker would 
not return multiple phone call attempts and 
an email requesting a meeting. 
An interview with Young for Oct. 26 was 
scheduled and then cancelled by Henderson. 
The reporter was denied access to all other 
men’s basketball coaches and players by 
Henderson due to a GSU men’s basketball 
policy that states that only Young can speak 
to reporters. This is to ensure that the team 
has "one voice,” Henderson said. 
GSU President Brooks Keel declined to 
comment. 
The Reeds at GSU 
Dean of Students Patrice Jackson said she 
has no knowledge of the past incident and 
was not part of the decision making process 
that brought the Reeds to GSU. 
“I think it’s unfair to make assumptions. 
None of us were there or part of whatever 
might have happened so I think that as a 
community we receive our new community 
members according to our policies and 
procedures of the university, and if those 
policies and procedures have been followed 
then I don’t think there should be any 
questions.” 
Jackson said she currently has no 
concerns for how crowds at away games 
may react to the Reeds after the high profile 
media coverage of the incident in 2011. 
“I don’t have any concern for that right 
now because I don’t know, but I think in 
any sport a good athlete is prepared, a good 
coach is prepared to handle heckling or 
anything that might happen. That happens 
in any strong competition regardless of 
the circumstances. It’s part of the package 
sometimes in certain communities.” 
While at B-CU the Reed duo helped 
the Tigers win its first regular season Mid- 
Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) 
Championship during the 2010-2011 season. 
That same year, Coach Reed was awarded 
MEAC Coach of the Year. 
C.J. averaged 18.8 points per game at 
B-CU. He finished his career as the Tigers’ 
all-time assists leader, earning All-MEAC 
recognition each of his three years as a Tiger. 
The victim’s lawyer William Wolk could 
not be reached for comment after multiple 
phone calls over a weeklong period. 
Shakeem Holloway contributed to this 
article. 
Those who did not comment: 
GSU Athletics Department 
Sergeant Jimmy Flynt 
Daytona Beach PD 
Chief Michael Chitwood 
Daytona Beach PD 
A.J. Henderson 
Assistant Director of GSU 
Athletics Media Relations 
Sam Baker 
GSU Athletics Director 
Dr. Brooks Keel 
President of GSU 
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Students debate religion in politics issue 
Mark Barnes 11/The George-Anne 
Students across Georgia met at GSU this weekend to discuss how reli- 
gion falls into political situations. 
BY LAUREN GORLA 
The George-Anne contributor 
The Religion in Politics: Beyond 
Left and Right conference was held 
Friday and Saturday in the Information 
Technology Building and featured 
presentations to challenge students to 
present their stance on religion in an 
effective way. 
“We want to expand the angle of 
how religion enters into politics and 
shapes the manner in which we think 
about our society’ Dr. Hemchand 
Gossai, religious studies professor, 
said. 
11 students, ranging from 
freshmen to seniors, presented papers 
that they had written on the subject of 
religion in politics on Saturday. 
“I think that being presented 
as a freshman is a doubly good 
opportunity. Freshmen aren’t nearly 
as involved in this as upperclassmen 
because they tend to not be involved in 
the college campus, so doing this gets 
you involved,” Spencer Hall, freshmen 
philosophy major, said. 
Hall’s ' presentation was titled 
“Evangelical and Catholic Affirmation 
of the Sanctity of Life and the 
Endorsement of Mitt Romney” 
The conference was open to 
students across the country and 
students from other colleges 
participated, Gossai said. 
“Christianity is about controlling 
one’s self while politics is about 
controlling others. A Christian’s 
concern is entirely how she as a 
Christian ought to live. In politics, 
however one is not concerned with 
how they as an individual of society 
ought to live but how they think all 
members of society ought to live,” 
Ward said. 
Students attending the conference 
enjoyed being able to hear ideas from 
a student perspective and liked being 
able to ask questions regarding those 
ideas. 
“I think that it creates a dialogue 
between students and faculty of 
different backgrounds in a neutral 
place that allows people to talk about 
it,” Nadia Vining, senior psychology 
major, said. “I learned that we have 
a really diverse faculty from the 
roundtable discussions.” 
“I think (the question and answer 
sessions) were good as far as bringing 
different lenses to look at religion in 
politics through,” Christina Beige, 
senior public relations major and 
presenter at the conference, said. 
Eight faculty members also 
participated in the conference 
in two roundtable discussions. 
Members included Dr. Michael 
Moore, department of curriculum, 
foundations and reading, Dr. Howard 
Keeley, center for Irish studies, and Dr. 
Kathleen Comerford, department of 
history, among others. 
In years following, the topic 
of religion will still be present but 
another topic besides politics will go 
along with it mainly because we want 
to keep it sponsored by the religious 
studies program, Gossai said. 
Gossai said, “Once this is 
established and we have years under 
our belt we can say ‘well this is what 
we expect, but this is brand-new.”’ 
TUESDAY, OCT. 2 
10a.m.-1 p.m. 
Russell Union Room 2084 
THURSDAY,OCT. 4 
5-7 p.m. 
Centennial Place Cafe 
(Bldg 2) 
TUESDAY OCT. 9 
5-7 p.m. 
Eagle Village Clubhouse 
(Classroom) 
WEDNESDAYOCT 10 
4- 8 p.m. 
RAC Lobby 
THURSDAYOCT. 25 
5- 7 p.m. 
Southern Pines Clubhouse 
(Classroom) 
WEDNESDAYOCT. 31 
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
IT Building Lobby 
WEDNESDAY,NOV. 7 
2-4 p.m. 
Russell Union Room 2084 
$5 for students 
$ 10 for faculty/staff/retirees 
*» 
Cash, Check, MasterCard/Visa/American Express accepted 
Insurance claims will be filed with the following companies: 
Aetna, AmeriGroup, BeechStreet, Cigna, Coventry/First Health/CCN Southcare, 
Health Smart HPO, Humana Choice Care, Tricare, United Healthcare, and WellCare. 
You must have a copy of your insurance card in order for a claim to be filed.** 
Please bring your Eagle ID 
Want To Be KiSSableThis Flu Season? 
Influenza 
Vaccination Clinics 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN 
UNIVERSITY 
SPONSORED BY GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES 
AND THE UNIVERSITY WELLNESS PROGRAM 
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Fulcher crowned 
2012 GSU Idol 
BY WILLIAM PEEBLES 
The George-Anne contributor 
Last night in the Performing 
Arts Center, freshman vocal 
performance major Gazzie Fulcher 
was crowned the 2012 GSU Idol as 
she showcased her vocal talents in 
front of a live audience. 
A panel of judges consisting of 
Adam Pulver, graduate student, 
Ashley Rivera, senior vocal 
performance major, and Director 
of GSU’s Multicultural Student 
Center Dorcey Baldwin praised 
Fulcher as the most vocally 
talented individual of this year’s 
competitors. 
“It was a hard decision to make. 
All of the competitors were very 
talented, and it honestly came 
down to which singer was more 
versatile,” Pulver said 
Fulcher is currently dual- 
enrolled at East Georgia College 
and Georgia Southern University 
and has been singing all her life. 
“It is so amazing that I have the 
opportunity to do this. Singing is 
just a God-given thing, and this 
was a very talented group of girls. 
It is a real honor, and it makes 
me look to the future even more,” 
Fulcher said. 
Of the 14 people that auditioned, 
seven contestants made it through 
to last night’s live performance. 
In addition to Fulcher, Christian 
Chance, Nicola Fairclough, Emily 
Faz, Emily Hill, Nita Myles and Jill 
Taylor all performed in front of an 
audience of students, friends and 
family. 
“I was amazed at the talent level 
of this group. I commend them for 
having the courage to step up and 
perform in front of their peers and 
to be judged by us,” Baldwin said. 
The competition opened with 
all of the contestants singing 
Christina Aguilera’s hit “Stronger.” 
Each of the seven competitors 
performed their first song, and 
five were chosen by the judges 
to proceed to the second round, 
where they would perform 
another song. The audience was 
then encouraged to vote for their 
favorite contestant during a brief 
intermission, and the three who 
received the most votes would go 
on to the final round. 
Members of the audience 
donated money in the name of 
their favorite competitor, which 
went to the United Way. 
“United Way is an umbrella 
corporation, so what we give to 
them actually ends up going to 
many different charities. The Boys 
and Girls Club, Red Cross and 
even local food banks benefit from 
this competition,” SGA President 
Dominique Quarles said. 
The contestant who received 
the most votes was given the 
People’s Choice Award. Fulcher 
also won this award. Christian 
Chance was named the People’s 
Choice first runner up, and Emily 
Faz was awarded second runner 
up. 
“It was a lot of fun, and we 
raised money for the charity. That 
was the most important thing to 
me,” Chance said 
The final three competitors 
were asked to sing the same song in 
the final round to provide an even 
playing field on which they could 
be judged. Etta James’ “At Last” 
was selected as the final song to be 
performed. 
Rivera said, “We made our 
decision based on five crucial 
aspects of singing. Tempo, pitch, 
song selection, stage presence and 
diction were all taken into account, 
and we think Gazzie demonstrated 
all of these.” 
Yendi Reid/The George-Anne 
Freshman Gazzie Fulcher' receives her first place award in People's Choice Award during the GSU Idol compe- 
tition held yesterday at the PAC. GSU Idol kicked off the Homecoming week events. 
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The Doo Dah/Step Show competition is one of the many homecoming events happening this week. It will be held at Hanner Fieldhouse tomorrow Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. Entry to this event is free. 
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GSU student organizations to 
face off at Doo-Dah Step Show 
Homecoming 
WILLIAM PRICE 
The George-Anne contributor 
Student organizations from every corner of 
campus are coming together this homecoming 
week for a dance competition like no other at this 
year’s Doo-Dah Step/Dance Competition. 
“Doo-Dah and Step Show are definitely a ton 
of fun for students attending and performing,” 
Laila Abdallah, president of the host organization, 
University Programming Board, said. 
The show will begin at 7 p.m. tomorrow at 
the Hanner Field House. The event will run 
approximately two hours. This year’s event will 
also be free. 
“This event provides a unique opportunity 
for GSU students to perform on a large scale, 
where they wouldn’t get to normally’ Abdallah 
said. 
The competition consists of three parts, the 
first being Doo-Dah, which is a dance routine 
performed by non-dance organizations. There 
will also be a step portion that all organizations 
are eligible for, as well as the dance segment, 
where dance organizations will compete against 
each other. Each competition awards $200 to the 
winner. The step and Doo-Dah competitions 
also give $100 to second place and $50 to third. 
“Some performances at this year’s show will 
also carry over the superhero homecoming 
theme and incorporate that into their routines,” 
Abdallah said. 
“It’s great to see the fun spin on the theme, 
the organizations are all truly creative,” Brittany 
Bullock, president of Operations & Finance at 
UPB, said. 
Many organizations competing in the Doo- 
Dah plan on incorporating the superhero theme 
or story line to make their performance unique, 
Bullock said. 
Each organization will field a group of six to 
12 performers and be allowed five minutes to 
complete their routine. Each routine will be set 
to each student organization’s personal choice. 
“Students are so busy these days, and they 
still always manage to create extremely unique 
routines. They make the show,” Bullock said. 
Abdallah said, “I think anyone attending the 
event will have a very fun time no matter if you 
know anything about dance or not. I can’t wait.” 
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“1940's Radio Hour,” which opens tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the Black Box Theater and runs until Nov. 14, features tunes that were popular during WWII. The stage resembles an old radio station. 
‘1940’s Radio Hour’ brings 
wartime pop music to GSU 
BY MARISSA MARTIN 
The George-Anne Staff 
One musicians passion for music and 
teaching others will be displayed on stage at 
the second production of this semester, “1940 s 
Radio Hour.” 
Michael Braz, Black Box Theatre music 
director and professor emeritus of the music 
department, worked for Georgia Southern 
University for 24 years. He will play the piano 
during the 90 minute theatrical performance 
with the students he taught singing and 
instrument lessons. 
“Now that I’m ‘retired’ I get to do a lot of 
things I want to do, like working with musicals,” 
Braz said. 
“Michael is one of the treasures to our 
community, the first month he really worked 
through the music for this,” Lisa Abbott, 
assistant professor of theatre and director of 
“1940’s Radio Hour,” said. 
“1940’s Radio Hour’ will open tomorrow 
at 7:30 p.m. and will run until Nov. 14. “1940’s 
Radio Hour,” a production originally written 
by Walton Jones, will incorporate the audience 
into the radio station theme experience by 
allowing them to act as if they are in a live studio 
broadcast. 
The performers act out a scene of a live radio 
broadcast in the Hotel Aster’s Algonquin Room 
on Dec. 21,1942, Abbott said. 
“The audience gets to be a part of the 
performance, like in a live radio broadcast,” 
Abbott said. 
“This performance is technically not a 
musical but a play with music. In this they are 
actually doing a variety show. It’s kind of like 
going to a concert except there is a story behind 
it,” Abbott said. 
Wartime pop music like “Strike Up the 
Band” and “Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy” will be 
performed during the play, Abbott said. 
“Songs like this were used as a morale booster 
during World War II, and a lot of the songs are 
about having someone far away’ Abbott said. 
The set of the stage resembles what a radio 
station actually looked like during those times, 
Abbott said. 
Abbott said, “It’s not a high profile radio 
station, and we tried to be as accurate as possible 
to what the real thing looked like.” 
5 Reasons why you should vote for 
Morgan Love: 
1 ,She defines TRUL BLUE and encompasses what it means to wholeheartedly love GSU. 
2. Because of her involvement and commitment in ensuring the advancement of GSU, she 
has dedicated herself to being a sister of AOII, a Southern Ambassador, a member of PRSSA, a 
peer leader, a former member of traditions council, and active in community. 
3. Her morals, contagious school spirit and passion for Eagle Nation reflect the Georgia 
Southern VALUES and beliefs. 
4. She is a proud third generation Eagle and knows the importance of lasting tradition and 
legacy. 
5. If Morgan Love is elected Queen she will continue to promote, advance, and preserve GSU 
and its traditions to ensure that future students will attend a university they are proud to 
attend. 
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Help Wanted 
IBARTENDERS WANTED! 
$250 a day Potential. No Ex- 
perience Necessary. Training 
Provided. Age 18+ OK Call 
1-800-965-6520 ext 296. 
Housing 
A female sub-leaser needed for 
Spring 2013 semester ASAP! A 
4 bedroom, 2 bath at Cambridge 
apartments with a beautiful view 
of the pond and right on the bus 
route! Please contact Sydney 
byemail: sr01982@georgiasouth- 
ern.edu or phone: 770-500-6485 
if you are interested! 
Looking for female to sublease 
Spring semester 2013! 4 BR/BT, 
$500/month. Brand new apart- 
ments with great amenities. The 
Forum at Statesboro. Amazing 
Roommates! Call/text and/or 
email Ketonnia: 706-201-1035 
ka01879@georgiasouthern.edu. 
Housing (cont.) 
Attention Ladies! Sublease at 
The Forum for $476 during the 
Spring 2013 semester. If you 
like the place so much, stay 
after the sublease is up! Live 
with three great roommates 
and enjoy various amenities 
the apartment complex has 
to offer. If interested, contact 
Ashley Dotson at ad02391@ 
georgiasouthern.edu. 
Looking for a 4th roommate. 
Sublease ASAP, available 
NOW through summer 2013. 
$250/month + utilities. Cable/ 
Internet paid till spring semes- 
ter. House is a 4bed/4bath. 
Big kitchen and living room. 
Beautiful pond and yard. Cur- 
rently two college males and 
one college female. Located at 
5607 Landings Parkway. Con- 
tact Jordan by email: jk03339@ 
georgiasouthern.edu or by 
phone: 706-495-2838. 
Housing (cont.) 
We are looking for a female 
student renter at 502 Pitt Moore 
Road (walking distance to cam- 
pus). Its a large room with pri- 
vate bathroom and can come 
with a bed if needed. Its only 
$425/month and utilities are all 
included in that price (water, 
electric, basic cable, and wire- 
less internet). There are currently 
two females and one male living 
here. No lease signing required. 
Subleasing a studio apartment at 
College Walk from January 1st 
(late December possible) until 
the end of July. I pay $450 (in- 
cludes water, electricity, wireless 
internet), you’ll pay only $400! 
Contact Sam 912-541-2358. 
Female roommate needed for 
sublease Spring of 2013 in 
Langley Pond. 4 bed 4 bath and 
rent is 350 +utilities. Call at 229- 
400-0614 if interested. 
Housing (cont.) 
Looking to sublease a coed 
apartment at the pointe at 
southern. Rent is only $380 and 
is all inclusive. The room is right 
next to the pool and club house. 
Financial aid is also considered 
to help pay for rent. If interested 
contact Justine at 2077518530 
or jl04132@georgiasouthern. 
edu. 
Looking for a male to sublease 
for Spring/Summer 2013 at The 
Forum. $476/month rent ($80 
utility cap included). Three good 
roommates already there. Email 
gsueagle0914@gmail.com if 
interested. 
FIRST MONTH FREE!! Looking 
for a subleaser for a Premium 
4bed 4 bath apartment at Univer- 
sity Village. $445.00 a month all in- 
clusive. If interested contact Sheri 
at 4043140800 or ss05974@ 
georgiasouthern.edu. 
Housing (cont.) 
Fully Furnished/All Inclusive 
1 BR/1 BA: Spring 2013 Individual 
female sublease available for 
a fully furnished 1BR/1BA in 
a 2BR/2BA @ The Grove at 
Statesboro. Washer & dryer, utili- 
ties, cable, and internet included 
in the rent. Only $525/month. 
Contact JF04441 ©GEORGIA- 
SOUTHERN.EDU for details. 
For Sale 
General Electric Compact Re- 
frigerator. It is 3.2 cubic feet 
(black). It goes online for about 
$170, but I’m looking to sell it for 
$70.1 will take other offers. 
Something to sell? 
Visit tbegeorgeanne.com 
or email 
ads 1 @georgiasouthern. edu 
It's tree for students, 
staff and faculty! 
- HELP WANTED — 
POSITION DESCRIPTION: 
Looking for a GSU Freshman 
or Sophomore student * 
interested in working for 
Student Media. This position 
will serve as an design 
candidate in the Production 
Department. Duties will 
include page and ad design 
for all of Student Media's 
publications. 
PREFERRED 
QUALIFICATIONS: Design 
training, available Monday and 
Wednesday evenings. 
TO APPLY: Please visit The 
George-Anne newsroom, 
Williams Center room 2023 
or email Production Manager, 
Kelsey Paone at kp01678@ 
georgiasouthern.edu. 
Use Eagle Career Net to 
Schedule an Appointment with 
Your Career Development Specialist! 
Talk with your Career Development Specialist about 
resumes, career advice, interviews, and more. 
Make your appointment online via Eagle Career Net. 
Go to: http://bit.lv/eaglecareernet 
Student Login: Eagle ID Number & Password 
Click "Request an Appointment” in right column 
Choose Date & Time Slot & Submit 
Need Help? Contact Career Services at 912.478.5197 
PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
Take It From the Pro 
By: Taylor D. Terrell 
Public Relations/Events Intern 
Author David Maister is widely 
acknowledged as one of the world's 
leading authorities on the manage- 
ment of professional service firms. In 
2002, he was identified as one of the 
top 40 business thinkers in the world. 
Masiter's tips, adapted from david- 
maister.com, may help you on your 
journey to become a more successful 
professional: 
- The real keys to success are not 
smarts or qualifications or belong- 
ing to a brand-name firm. Rather, 
success is derived from courage, 
drive, energy, passion, ambition, 
enthusiasm, excitement, initiative, 
discipline, a dream and enough 
self-confidence to keep trying. 
- Be an individual. Find out what 
your best at, and continue to 
hone those skills. Knowing 
more about your strengths and 
weaknesses may increase your 
improvement as a young profes- 
sional. 
- What do you want to do with 
the rest of your life? You'll be a 
different person five years from 
now. Decide what you want to do 
with the next three years. Throw 
yourself into it. If it turns out 
that it's not for you, you'll move 
on. Most careers that look like a 
logical progression were, in fact, a 
series of unplanned, opportunistic 
choices. 
- What qualities do you try to show 
in a romantic relationship? Are 
you understanding, nurturing, 
sympathetic, supportive, consid- 
erate and kind? Apply the same 
characteristics your business 
management skills, and learn how 
to use emotional intelligence in 
your workplace. 
To learn more about these tips and 
others, visit www.davidmaister. 
com. Also, please feel free to take 
the FOCUS and EQI test in the Office 
of Career Services to enhance your 
future career! 
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and J6yce Lewis 
ACROSS 
1 Nero's 701 
5 Silent performers 
10 Nocturnal hooters 
14 Patron saint of 
Norway 
15 Wombs 
16 Language of 
Bangkok 
17 Even fewer than . 
hardly 
18 “Beat it!" 
19 iPhone message 
20 “Rocky III” theme 
song that 
became a #1 hit 
for Survivor 
23 River mouth area 
24 World’s largest 
cosmetics 
company 
27 Golfer Michelle 
28 Breezed through 
30 Tiny 
31 Bart Simpson’s 
“Good grief!” 
35 Goddess for 
whom a month is 
named 
36 Caught in the act 
37 Hands out cards 
39 Beginning on 
40 Sibilant “Check 
this out!” 
41 Robert Graves 
novel narrated by 
Nero’s 
predecessor 
43 Bank acct. 
earnings 
44 Istanbul native 
46 Indefinite degree 
47 Golf shirt feature 
49 Bear 2008 
JPMorgan Chase 
acquisition 
53 “Roger,” on a ship 
56 “Livin’on a Prayer” 
band Bon  
58 Skin care brand 
59 Former slugger 
Martinez 
60 Victor’s cry 
61 Keystone State 
Ivy League sch. 
62 Biblical brother 
63 Rare blood type, 
for short 
64 Company with 
“counting sheep” 
ads 
65 Hit the hammock 
By Kevin Christian 
Last Edition’s Puzzle Solved 
33 “Such is life,” to 
DOWN 
1 Charity recipient 
2 Potter’s supplies 
3 Insertion mark 
4 “Anything to 
make my buddy 
happy” 
5 Not-to-be-missed 
book 
6 Like wool, for 
many 
7 mortals 
8 Part of Q.E.D. 
9 Idiom with “as” in 
the middle 
10 River frolicker 
11 Words from a 
digresser 
12 Lenient 
13 Command to 
Fido 
21 Evenhanded 
22 Monotheists 
believe in only 
one 
25 Alphabet quintet 
26 Flips (through) 
28 Surprised way to 
betaken 
29 Match a bet 
31 Jellied garnish 
32 Like some easy 
questions 
Pierre 
34 Former Israeli 
prime minister 
35 Alice’s tea party 
host 
38 Windy West 
Coast city? 
42 Sch. near the 
Rio Grande 
44 Bo: fitness 
system 
45 Penultimate 
planet 
48 Full of baloney 
49 Sachet 
. emanation 
50 Increase a bet 
51 Future senoras 
52 Muzzle 
54 “Holy cow!” 
55 At anytime 
56 Triangular sail 
57 Possess 
Sudoku 
Statesboro Mall 
764-6924 
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Women’s soccer wins historic first SoCon title 
Women’s soccer (6-6-3) 
BY RANDALL HAMPTON 
The George-Anne contributor 
Tears mixed with cheers as the team rushed 
the field in excitement after the Georgia Southern 
University women’s soccer team claimed the 
title of Southern Conference champs after 
knocking off the Furman University Paladins 
1-0 (5-4) on Nov. 4. 
The game was intense as both teams failed 
to capitalize on some scoring opportunities. 
Furman’s failures were due in large part to the 
defense of GSU. This win was not only historic 
for the Eagles as the first ever SoCon title they 
have claimed, but it was also the first time an 
eighth-seeded team has claimed the title in the 
SoCon. 
Senior defender Zoe Van Gorder showed 
why she was named first team all SoCon as 
she kept SoCon Player of the year freshman 
forward Stephanie DeVita in check. 
When Furman did find scoring cjiances, 
junior goalkeeper Katie Merson slammed the 
door. Merson had six saves, several of them 
were one on one with DeVita.' 
Late in the second half Merson dove at a 
shot by DeVita and got her right hand on it. 
The ball just barely missed, creeping outside 
the right post. Merson had been a wall 
, between the pipes with four shutouts the last 
four games. 
The player affectionately known as Oscar to 
her teammates was named SoCon tournament 
MVP. 
Senior forward Courtney Collins stepped up 
and went top shelf to get the shootout scoring 
started. Each team would miss twice but 
sophomore forward Sydnie Van Curen would 
get the job done as GSU’s seventh kicker. 
After Van Curen handled the championship 
pressure all eyes in the stadium turned to 
Furman’s seventh kicker. Merson stood in net 
as Furman sophomore defender Ali Simpson 
lined up her shot. 
The crowd erupted as the ball bounced off 
the crossbar and made the Eagles champions. 
GSU needed more than the two overtimes 
used to knock off the Elon University Phoenix 
on Nov. 2 to dispatch the Paladins. In that game 
freshman forward Emily Hirano used her head 
to send GSU to the finals. 
She put home an assist by Collins and put 
: !||§||f|ii| 
Tasha Lund/The George-Anne 
Sophomore forward Sydney van Curen (29) dribbles the ball toward the goal. Van Curen scored the winning penalty kick after three rounds 
of penalty kicks during the Southern Conference tournament finals. This is the first time GSU women’s soccer has ever won a SoCon title. 
away a tired Elon team in the 102nd minute. 
GSU showed a flare for the dramatic as the 
team has won every tournament game in the 
89th minute or later. The 1-0 victory margin 
seemed to be the Eagles lucky number. 
The Eagles got hot at the perfect time 
winning its last two regular season games. The 
team rode that wave of momentum straight to 
the SoCon championship. 
With their improbable championship run 
GSU became the first eight seed in SoCon 
tournament history to win the crown. The win 
also ended a 17 match losing streak to Furman. 
GSU will have a chance to continue its 
record setting season with its first ever NCAA 
tournament appearance. 
The senior quartet of Zoe Van Gorder, 
Collins, midfielder Carlee Storey and defender 
Morgan Springer will leave the team with 
a distinction none of their predecessors can 
claim, SoCon champs. 
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Men’s soccer wins in double-overtime thriller 
Men’s soccer (6-11-1) 
BY ROBERT HUITT 
The George-Anne contributor 
After falling behind early, the Georgia 
Southern University men’s soccer team 
rallied to defeat the University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro Spartans 2-1 in 
double-overtime. 
The Eagles entered this Southern 
Conference quarterfinal matchup as the 
fourth seed and was rewarded with a home 
playoff game against the fifth-seeded 
Spartans. The game was delayed for two 
hours because of lightning strikes in the 
Lindsay Hartmann/The George-Anne 
Sophomore midfielder David Vargas Masis (11) celebrates after scoring the winning goal in the 
second overtime during the game against UNCG. Eagles defeated UNCG 2-1 and will play their next 
playoff game on Thursday against number one Elon. 
surrounding areas, but the drama on the 
field made up for any inclement weather that 
could have happened. 
The first half started with three shot 
attempts from GSU but two were blocked 
and one sailed wide. 
UNCG responded with two shots, one of 
which was blocked and the other saved by 
junior goalkeeper Neal Bates. 
In the 25th minute, UNCG struck first 
with a goal from freshman midfielder Lukas 
Zarges with an assist from junior midfielder 
Maximilian Schulz. UNCG would take that 
1-0 lead into halftime. 
During the second half, freshman 
defender Reed Norton was a one-man assault 
with five shots on goal himself. UNCG 
redshirt sophomore goalkeeper Peyton Ford 
Withstood most of the pressure by making 
six saves. 
In the 84th minute, however, sophomore 
midfielder David Reittinger fouled Norton 
which earned him a yellow card and gave 
Norton a penalty kick. Norton made the 
clutch kick to finally put GSU on the board 
with a 1 -1 score. 
Bates made one more save in the 89th 
minute to send the game into overtime. The 
overtime period was uneventful with each 
team only able to put one shot on goal. 
The second overtime began with the 
Eagles missing a shot wide and UNCG 
missing a shot high. 
In the 105 th minute, sophomore 
midfielder David Vargas Masis dribbled into 
the box, switched to his right foot and sent 
the Eagles into the SoCon semifinals with a 
game-winning goal. 
After the long weather delay, 30 
combined fouls, four combined yellow cards 
and 105 minutes, the Eagles advanced to the 
semifinals. 
The Eagles will meet the one-seed Elon 
University on Thursday, Nov. 8 at 5 p.m. All 
semifinal games will be played at WakeMed 
Soccer Park in Cary, N.C. 
Don’t forget to stop by Storbucks at Georgia Southern for 
great coffee, pastries, sandwiches, parfaits, and fresh fruit cups! 
twitter.com/GSUStarbucks 
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The Fourteenth Annual National French Week 
at Georgia Southern University 
November 7-15, 2012 
“A street in St. Emilion, France” 
Picture taken by Lillian Morgado 
Wednesday, November 7: “Ceci 
n’est pas une pipe: French 
Surrealism and the Treachery of Im- 
ages.” A presentation by Dr. Julie 
McGuire, the Betty Foy Sanders 
Department of Art. Introduction by 
Ms. Patricia Carter, Chair of the 
Betty Foy Sanders Department of 
Art. Arts Building 20x6, 4:00 PM. 
Free admission. 
Thursday, November 8: A 
lunchtime buffet with a French 
menu. Coordinated by Mr. Vernon 
Littles and Mr. Greg Crawford, Eagle 
Dining Services. The Nest, 11:00 AM 
- 1:00 PM. Dining Plan, $7.00; 
Eaglexpress, $9.05 (inc. tax); cash 
customers, $10.65 (inc. tax). 
Monday, November 12: “Religion 
and the 18th Century Enlightenment 
in France.” A presentation by Dr. 
Jeffrey Burson, the Department of 
History. Introduction by Dr. 
Johnathan O’Neill, Chair of the 
Department of History. Nessmith- 
Lane 2911, 4:00 PM. Free 
admission. 
Monday, November 12: Le Havre (France, 2011). In French with English subtitles. Fate throws young 
African refugee Idrissa into the path of Marcel, a well-spoken shoe-shiner. In this political fairytale, Marcel 
stands up to officials doggedly pursuing Idrissa for deportation. Coordinated by Dr. Tomasz Warchol, the 
Department of Literature and Philosophy. Russell Union Theatre, 7:15 PM. Free admission. 
Tuesday, November 13: A second French menu at the lunchtime buffet in The Nest. Coordination and 
prices as on November 8. 
Tuesday, November 13: “The Arab Spring: Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia.” A presentation by Dr. Simon 
Hawkins, the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, the University of Arkansas at Little Rock. 
Sponsored by the Zia Hashmi Endowment for International Speakers. Introduction by Dr. Jacek Lubecki, 
Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs and Director of the Center for International Studies. 
Nessmith-Lane 2911,4:00 PM. Free admission. 
Tuesday, November 13: “La Table fran<;aise.” Come speak French! Coordinated by Dr. Martha Hughes, 
the Department of Foreign Languages. The Nest. Drop in anytime between 5:30 and 7:00 PM. Free 
admission. If you would like to eat dinner while you chat, The Nest will offer a French menu for one Dining 
Plan or $8.32 (inc. tax) for cash customers. 
Wednesday, November 14: “Hemingway in Paris.” A presentation by Dr. Dustin Anderson, the 
Department of Literature and Philosophy. Introduction by Dr. Joe Pellegrino, the Department of Literature 
and Philosophy. Nessmith-Lane 2904,4:00 PM. Free admission. 
Wedne lay, November 14: A Performance of Traditional Songs and Music from France, Louisiana, and 
Quebec. Featuring Dr. Jean-Paul Carton, Professor Emeritus, the Department of Foreign Languages, and 
Ms. Dominique Carton. Introduction by Dr. Curtis Ricker, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts & Social 
Sciences. Nessmith-Lane 2911,7:30 PM. Free admission. 
Thursday, November 15: “Jean-Paul Sartre on Ethics.” A presentation by Dr. Beth Butterfield, the 
Department of Literature and Philosophy. Introduction by Dr. David Dudley, Chair of the Department of 
Literature and Philosophy. Nessmith-Lane 2904, 4:00 PM. Free admission. 
Cooi'dinated by Dr. Clara Krug, Department of Foreign Languages, 478-5281. 
Assistant Coordinators: Ms. Helena Hernandez, Dr. Martha Hughes 
French Week at Georgia Southern University 
is sponsored by these units of Georgia Southern University: 
the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, the Center for International Studies, 
Eagle Dining Services, and the Departments of 
Art, Foreign Languages, History, and Literature and Philosophy. 
We thank the staffs of the Eagle Print Shop and the Nessmith-Lane Center. 
GSU dominates 
tennis matches 
Women’s Tennis 
BY THOMAS O’DONNELL 
The George-Anne contributor 
The Georgia Southern University 
womens tennis -team competed in the 
Augusta Challenge over the weekend and 
came out with a dominating performance. 
The two-day tournament started 
Saturday, which was made up of beginning 
rounds for the doubles competition. The 
doubles competition finished on Sunday, 
and there were also several singles 
matches. 
All three doubles teams had perfect 
performances over the weekend defeating 
players from Western Carolina University 
Saturday and Virginia Tech University on 
Sunday. 
The three teams participated in three 
separate “Flights” both days, Flight A 
consisted of junior Paola Garrido and 
sophomore Alexis Prickett. Garrido 
and Prickett dominated their Western 
Carolina opponents, Guinn Garcia and 
Sarah Evans on Friday with a set score of 
8-6. 
Flight B was made up of senior Natalie 
Maffett and freshman Stephanie Woods. 
Maffett and Woods went up against WCU’s 
Julia Paulson and Lucy Schmerhorn. 
The Eagles once again dominated their 
opponents with a set score of 8-5. 
Prickett competed again in Flight C 
with sophomore Jordana Klein, and just 
like the previous two flights GSU was 
victorious against their WCU opponents 
Emily Prystawksi and Mareli Sanchez 
with a set score of 8-5.Head coach Amy 
Bonner was pleased with her team after 
Saturday’s performances. 
“The confidence the girls brought with 
them from last weekend was evident in 
the way we played,” Bonner said. “We are 
looking forward to a strong performance 
(on Sunday).” 
The Eagles did not disappoint as both 
the singles and doubles competitions 
on Sunday once again dominated the 
competition. 
Junior Paola Garrido and junior Caitlin 
Kitchen made up Flight A, defeating 
senior Emily Lauten and Freshman Kelly 
Williford with a set score of 8-6. 
Senior Natalie Maffett and freshman 
Stephanie Woods as well as the sophomore 
pair Alexis Prickett and Jordana Klein 
beat their Virginia Tech opponents 8-1 in 
the B and C flights. 
“Doubles was the highlight of the day,” 
Bonner said. “We started the day off strong 
and carried that momentum into singles.” 
The Eagles success continued into the 
singles matches as four out of the five 
players each won singles matches. 
In Flight A of the singles matches, 
GSU’s Paolo Garrido defeated WCU’s 
Sarah Evans 6-4, 6-1. Afterwards, she 
went on to defeat WCU’s Arial Coventry 
6-0, 6-3. 
Jordana Klein made up Flight B of the 
singles matches. Klein defeated VTU’s 
Kelly Williford 6-7, 6-2, 6-4. Klein then 
went on to defeat WCU’s Julia Paulson 
6-3, 6-0. 
Stephanie Woods competed in Flight 
C of the singles Matches defeating WCU’s 
Mareli Sanchez in round one with a set 
score of 6-2, 6-4. Woods went on to win 
round two as well defeating WCU’s Emily 
Prystawski 6-2, 6-1. 
Flight D was the only flight that caused 
problems for the Eagles. Caitlin Kitchen 
lost the first round to VTU’s Megan 
Conley 6-4, 6-2. The second round against 
Presbyterian College’s senior Lindsay 
Krause was unable to be played due to an 
injury. 
Natalie Maffett finished out the 
singles competition Sunday, as she also 
went perfect on the day. Maffett defeated 
VTU’s freshman Marshal Temory 6-2, 
6-4. Maffett then went on to defeat WCU’s 
sophomore Carrie Johnson 6-2, 6-4. 
The Eagles ended out the fall semester 
on a high note with their performances at 
the Augusta Challenge. The Eagles pick up 
again Jan. 27, 2013 against Presbyterian 
College here at GSU. 
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Tasha Lund/The George-Anne 
Junior outside hitter Nicole Jeschelnik (14) serves the ball during the game against 
UNCG. Jeschelnik has racked up 136 kills and 198 digs so far this season for the Eagles. 
Jeschelnik lifts GSU to 
nine-match win streak 
Volleyball (21-6) 
BY KATIE TOLBERT 
The George-Anne contributor 
Junior outside hitter for the Georgia 
Southern University volleyball team Nicole 
Jeschelnik added six kills and six digs in this 
Saturday’s victory over Western Carolina 
University, and this year alone she has 
racked up 136 kills, 198 digs and 16 assists 
for the Eagles. 
As a previous soccer player, volleyball 
was something new and challenging that 
she decided to take on. Troy Tanner, the 
Olympic volleyball coach for Misty May- 
Treanor and Kerri Walsh, encouraged her 
to take on the sport of volleyball. Tanner 
convinced Jeschelnik that her height and her 
particular qualities made her an outstanding 
potential volleyball player. 
“When I came to Georgia Southern, I was 
what you considered a raw volleyball player. 
I hadn’t had much experience, and I had so 
much room for improvement,” Jeschelnik said 
“I picked Georgia Southern because I 
knew coach Chad would be an amazing 
mentor. I knew he knew what he had in mind 
for me and knew he was going to be able to 
get that out of me. He’s critiqued my passing, 
my hitting. Everything has just gone tenfold. 
He was able to turn me into a completely 
different player, and I am so appreciative of 
that,” Jeschelnik said. 
Jeschelnik is positioned as an outside 
hitter but has contributed to the team’s 
numbers in many other ways. Most matches, 
Jeschelnik puts up impressive numbers for 
the offense as well as the defense. 
“I love passing. That’s one of my favorite 
things to do, serve-receive and digging, 
when you can dive out for a ball, and save 
that point. You know your team is counting 
on you to do it, and your team believes 
you can get it, and when you actually get it 
up, and your team can score the point, it’s 
a really good feeling that you can help out 
your team,” Jeschelnik said. 
Some of her best matches this season 
were against Elon University, recording 
19 kills and 16 digs, Appalachian State 
University, recording 13 kills and 12 digs, 
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 
recording 10 kills and 16 digs, and Samford 
University, recording eight kills and 19 digs. 
“In the match against Samford, we were 
down 2-0, and Samford was number one 
in the north. We made just so many errors. 
We went back to the locker room and said 
‘we got to pick this up, we got to do it.’ As 
we were walking out of the locker room, we 
overheard their coach kind of bad talking us, 
like ‘I thought they were going to be better, 
this is not the Georgia Southern team we 
thought they were.’ We chose that moment, 
with that comment, to prove them wrong, 
and from then on everything clicked and 
everyone was doing what they needed to do. 
And beating them in the fifth set 15-8 just 
sealed the deal,” Jeschelnik said. 
GSU is on its eighth win in a row and 
will finish out its conference season against 
Furman University on Friday at 6 p.m. and 
Wofford University on Saturday at 7 p.m. 
Everything you'll need to 
complete your look 
couturegaloreboutique@gmail.com 
COUTUPt e c.arry M.A.C rod 
Check us out on Couture Galore 
Facebook Boutique 
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No. 1 GSU knocked off 
by App. State 31-28 
Football (7-2) 
BY KEVIN GREGAN 
The George-Anne staff 
After losing their last Southern Conference 
game of the season on Saturday 31-28, the 
Georgia Southern University Eagles will have 
to wait a week until knowing their postseason 
destiny. 
A win would have given Georgia Southern 
University a SoCon title and favorable chances 
to host their first playoff game in Statesboro. 
Instead, the Eagles will have to wait and 
see how the rest of the SoCon teams finish off 
their conference play. The Eagles will still have a 
share of the SoCon title with Appalachian State 
University, Wofford College or the University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga. 
Going forward, the Eagles will host Howard 
University for homecoming in a must-win 
scenario in order to secure the most favorable 
postseason scenario as possible. 
Instead of winning the game and securing 
an automatic bid for the SoCon title, the Eagles 
struggled to take App. State out of the game on 
Saturday, which ultimately lost the game for the 
Eagles. 
The Eagles were up 21-10 early, thanks in 
large part to an impressive day by junior B-back 
William Banks, who scored career-high three 
touchdowns by halftime. He was held out of the 
endzone during the second half but finished the 
day with 129 rushing yards off 19 carries. 
After the impressive start by GSU, App. State 
battled back to take a 24-21 lead going into 
halftime. 
During the day, the defensive line played 
well, sacking App. State QB Jamal Jackson four 
times and holding the Mountaineers to just 70 
yards rushing on the day, but the Eagle defense 
failed to play as a whole. 
The GSU secondary gave up 11 passes 
during the game that resulted in first downs 
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Senior defensive tackle Brent Russell (66) catches his breath during the 31-28 loss to App. State on Saturday. 
for App. State, and a freshman Mountaineer 
receiver, Sean Price, had a monstrous day after 
catching the ball seven times for 231 yards and 
a touchdown. 
Going forward, the Eagles are going to have 
to sure up their secondary, especially going into 
the playoffs. Jackson threw for a career-high 
383 yards and three touchdowns on the GSU 
defense on Saturday. 
If the Eagles had made just one of their three 
field goal attempts, the game would have been 
a whole different story. Freshman kicker Alex 
Hanks missed two field goals in the first half, 
and one of them would have sent GSU to the 
lockers at halftime in a tie ballgame, leading to a 
completely different halftime speech. 
All of Hanks field goal attempts were from 
within 30 yards. 
Whatever was said at halftime appeared 
to work for the Eagles and on the first GSU 
possession of the second half the Eagles drove 
12 plays down the field to retake the lead 28-24. 
Unfortunately for the Eagles, that’s the 
only touchdown they scored in the second 
half. Thanks to questionable calls made by 
the officials, missed field goals, impressive 
mountaineer defense on the edges and some 
tough penalties down the stretch, all App. State 
had to do was score a touchdown to win. 
The Eagle offense had a chance to score 
another touchdown that would’ve provided a 
positive difference on the scoreboard halfway 
through the third quarter. App. State fumbled 
the ball on their own 22 yard line, and all junior 
quarterback Jerick McKinnon and the Eagles 
needed to do was take advantage of the short 
field in the red zone. 
While McKinnon tallied 121 yards on 
the ground and 106 yards through the air, 
the magic didn’t seem to work on that drive. 
GSU only scored 50 percent of the six times 
it appeared in the redzone, and on this 
possession, the Eagles were stuffed at the 10 
yard line, which led to Hanks missing his third 
field goal of the day. 
Head coach Jeff Monken’s apparent 
frustration with the kicking game seemed to 
influence his play selection when the game was 
on the line. 
With 1:35 to go in the game, the Eagles were 
sustaining a 6:53 second drive that could have 
put GSU on top of the Mountaineers, and the 
game came down to a fourth and four from the 
App. State 22. 
Instead of kicking the field goal that 
would’ve tied the game, Monken and his staff 
went for it. The Eagles made it after an exciting 
play by sophomore A-back Tray Butler, but the 
team was called on one of its most devastating 
penalties of the season, a 15-yard offensive 
facemask penalty. 
From there, Monken and his staff could have 
either gone for a 48-yard field goal or gone for 
it on fourth and 16. Monken went for it, and 
McKinnon threw an interception that sealed 
the win for the Mountaineers. 
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Missed field goals made difference versus App. State 
BY JANNAH BOLDS 
The George Anne staff 
In this weekend’s loss against rival 
Appalachian State University, the Georgia 
Southern University Eagles struggled with 
converting field goals, which ultimately cost 
them the conference title. 
The score between the two teams was 
neck and neck the entire game, but the 
Eagles could have been ahead nine points 
had they been successful with all three field 
goal attempts. 
“I wish we would have made all three 
field goals,” head coach Jeff Monken said. 
“But I know Hanks is trying as hard as he 
» 
can. 
The three field goal attempts that GSU’s 
freshman kicker Alex Hanks took occurred 
twice in the second quarter and once in the 
third quarter. GSU had the opportunity to 
tie and go into overtime in the last seconds 
of the game by attempting another field 
goal, but the Eagles did not take that chance 
and kept trying for a touchdown. 
The first failed field goal attempt from 
Hanks came with 9:20 left in the second 
quarter. On third down, sophomore 
quarterback Ezayi Youyoute was able to 
help his team get into App. State territory 
on the nine yard line. 
Within field goal range, the GSU coaches 
sent out Hanks with hopes of putting three 
points on the score board. The ball was 
spotted at the Mountaineers 16 yard line 
making the attempt from 26 yards out. 
Hank’s attempt flew wide left of the uprights 
and turned the ball over to App. State at 
their own 20 yard line. 
The Eagle’s second failed field goal 
attempt from Hanks came at the ending 
secaonds of the half. This time the drive 
ended with junior quarterback Jerick 
McKinnon’s rush to the App. State seven 
yard line on third down. 
The ball was spotted and ready for 
another try at the 24 yard line. At the snap, 
Hanks cocked back his foot and aimed 
for the center of the uprights. In midair, 
his attempt was blocked by App. State’s 
junior defensive lineman Adam Scott. The 
deflection flew into the air and was recovered 
by the Mountaineers, but fortunately for the 
Eagles, time had expired and the half time 
festivities were set to begin. 
The last and final chance that the Eagles 
got to put three points on the board was in 
the third quarter. With McKinnon leading 
the drive, he ended up losing four yards on 
fourth down and the kicking team prepared 
to trot onto the field for another field goal 
attempt. With the ball spotted at the App. 
State 20 yard line, Hanks lined up once again 
for his final try of the game. Unfortunately 
for the freshman, his last attempt flew wide 
right of the uprights, leaving the Eagles with 
5:43 to go in the third to score. 
Although the Southern Conference 
season is over, the Eagles still have 
opportunities to work on converting their 
field goals so next time it will not cost them 
the game. 
Lindsay Hartmann/The George-Anne 
Freshman kicker Alex Hanks (47) attempts to make a field goal during the App. State game. 
Fan reaction during apparent injury appropriate 
There are few rules that sports fans 
abide by, and the consequences of breaking 
those rules can have effects on the game. 
Last Saturday, App. State fans broke what I 
consider to be the most sacred of fan rules: 
Always respect an injured player. 
During the fourth quarter of the game, 
senior defensive tackle and face of GSU 
football Brent Russell went down with an 
apparent leg injury. Respectfully, the GSU 
fans all took a seat. 
Then all hell broke loose. The App. State 
fans remained standing for reasons unknown 
to me, and the GSU fan base noticed. In a 
loud display of unity, the GSU student side 
launched into a chant that shouldn’t be 
repeated in polite company. This sudden 
and inspired verbal barrage upon the App. 
State fan section energized the crowd, and 
it wasn’t long until the Eagles embarked on 
their final drive. Feeding off the energy, the 
Eagles managed to convert a fourth down 
conversion and get into a favorable scoring 
position, only to have the fourth down 
nullified by a block in the back. 
This sudden display of fan unity is what 
happens when the body stops hating an 
opponent simply for whom they cheer for 
and starts having a legitimate reason to 
wish the destruction of that opponent’s 
goals due to their actions. The fans — and 
players for that matter — have an extra push 
to impose their will upon the opponents, 
and the results, whether they are the noise 
and passion of the student body or the 
aggressiveness'and violence of the players, 
usually improve. 
The reasons for this explosive reaction 
to breaking the unwritten fan rules were 
magnified due to the situation. The game 
itself, with its high stakes and record crowd, 
provided plenty of fuel for a violent fan 
reaction. Compound that with the shoddy 
officiating and the fact that the injured 
player was the most loved player on the 
Eagles’ squad, and you have a veritable 
powder keg of potential emotional outburst. 
While I cannot condone the words used 
in the sudden outburst, I understand the 
reasons why. Fans are there to express their 
emotions and swing momentum based on 
their environment. GSU fans succeeded in 
doing that Saturday. 
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Junior quarterback Jerick McKinnon (1) draws back to throw the ball down the field to an open Eagle reciever. The Eagles lost to the App. State Moutaineers 28 - 31 on Saturday. 
Southern Conference race heats up 
BY TREVOR MCNABOE 
The George-Anne staff 
After a bitter loss for the second straight 
year to Appalachian State University, Georgia 
Southern University dropped to number seven 
in the FCS Coaches Poll released on Monday. 
The Eagles hold a 7-2 record on the season 
and a 6-2 record in the Southern Conference. 
Currently GSU is tied for first place in the SoCon 
with App. State. However, the Eagles have already 
finished up conference play while most teams 
will play their final conference game in the next 
two weekend. 
With the GSU loss the race to see who will be 
crowned conference champion has heated up as 
the top four teams now all have two losses apiece. 
GSU, for the moment, stands at the top of 
the standings at a 6-2 rechrd and will play out of 
conference opponent Howard University (6-3) 
this Saturday. 
Wofford College comes in tied with App. 
State for second place in the conference with a 
record of 5-2 each. 
WC will close out conference play Saturday 
when they take on the University of Tennessee at 
Chattanooga (5-4,4-2 SoCon). 
App. State will finish up the regular season 
against conference opponent Furman University 
(3-6,2-4 SoCon). 
This weekend must play out accordingly for 
the Eagles to remain on top. 
App. State has the tiebreaker on GSU, so a 
Mountaineer win and a WC loss would give App. 
State its 12th SoCon championship. 
WC has the tiebreaker on App. State, so a 
win by the Terriers and a GSU loss would allow 
Wofford to capture its fourth conference title in 
school history. 
For the Eagles to capture their tenth 
conference championship they will need to win 
against HU and have App. State lose against 
Furman. 
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